. The title page from Collin's manuscript, Royal Society, Classified Papers 24/6. (Online version in colour.)
A. Turner and J. Davis pasted on a copper-plate, and to be varnished over, and so to serve as an engraven one with far less cost' (figure 2). 5 Collins, with this gift, was clearly seeking to validate himself with the prestigious society of which, thanks to James Gregory, he found himself a new member. Presentations to the Society on being elected were not customary. 6 That he used a dial that had been engraved by Henry Sutton (ca 1624-1665), 7 even if it incorporated additions made by Collins himself, suggests that, at the same time as acknowledging his election, he was also seeking to pay homage to an instrument maker with whom he had been closely associated and who had been particularly esteemed by members of the Royal Society. 8 It also suggests that the innovations that Collins was importing into the double horizontal dial were being actively developed in collaboration with Sutton at the moment of his death in September 1665. Whether the double horizontal dial, and the print taken from it, that Collins presented to the Society were placed in the library or in the repository, they have long since disappeared. Collin's description of 7 November, however, is preserved in the Society's classified papers and is transcribed and annotated below. It adds substantially to knowledge of the instrument. Before going further, it will be well to describe this relatively complex dial and its origins.
THE DOUBLE HORIZONTAL DIAL
The 'double horizontal dial' 9 is a development of the mathematician William Oughtred's (1575-1660) 'horizontal instrument', which he developed in the late sixteenth century as a graphical means of solving a large number of numerical questions related to the Sun's apparent path around the Earth. 10 This featured a stereographic projection of the visible hemisphere of the sky onto the plane of the observer's horizon-hence its name. (In contrast, a standard planispheric astrolabe also uses a stereographic projection, but onto the equatorial plane.) The outer circle of the projection represents the observer's horizon with the zenith in the centre, but only that part of the sky where the Sun can be found at some time in the year was fully divided into a grid of lines for hour angles and declinations. The horizontal instrument was used by first-somewhat confusingly-hanging it vertically so that a built-in alidade could measure the altitude of the Sun. With the instrument returned to the horizontal, this reading could then be transferred to the projection so that the Sun's positional parameters (including solar time, azimuth and many others) could be read off for any date. The design was at the centre of an acrimonious priority dispute with Richard Delamain, whose 'horizontal quadrant' was essentially a version of the same projection folded along the meridian line so that it fitted into a quarter-circle. 11 The development of the portable horizontal instrument into the pedestal-mounted double horizontal dial came about by placing the scale of an ordinary horizontal sundial around the outside of the stereographic projection. Figure 3 shows a slightly earlier double horizontal dial by Sutton. The normal polar-aligned gnomon of this dial was adapted to allow a vertical knife-edge portion to be positioned at the centre of the projection, where it represents the zenith, and its shadow across the grid shows the azimuth of the sun. This combined instrument has the property of being, in theory at least, self-aligning-if it is turned so that the shadows indicate the same time on both parts of the dial, the meridian line is correctly pointing south. 12 The first double horizontal dials were made by the great mathematical instrument maker Elias Allen (ca 1588-1653), who was a personal friend of Oughtred's and made several horizontal instruments for him. None of Elias's double horizontal dials are dated, but they are likely to be from the decade or so beginning in 1630. The earliest dated double horizontal dial is from 1632 and is by his apprentice John Allen. 13 In Oughtred's original design and the examples made by Elias Allen, the two arcs across the projection representing the ecliptic were marked by points along them for the days of the months. Corresponding points for the Sun's declinations on these days were provided by a scale around the horizon circle. Collins makes the point that his dial reverses these dispositions with the declinations being marked along the ecliptic arcs. However, Edmund Gunter had shown a diagram of a horizontal projection of the sphere with zodiac signs along the ecliptic as early as 1624. 14 The earliest dated double horizontal dial, by John Allen, also has this arrangement, which had become standard by the time Henry Sutton was working.
The double horizontal dial remained as the peak demonstration of the mathematical instrument maker's skill for around a century and a half. Some 67 copper-alloy examples from the period are known, with 14 of them being made by Elias Allen, who remains the most prolific maker. 15 They became coveted items, 16 showing the knowledge of the owner and their social status, especially in the Restoration period.
COLLINS' PRESENTATION ADDRESS TO THE ROYAL SOCIETY A Description
Of ye Double Horizontall Dyall presented to ye R. Soc. by M. John Collins. [17] It is ye double Horiz. dyal of M. Oughtred wth some Additions thereto, and some Alter[ati]ons therein.
The Cock [18] or Style is made to unscrew or take off, [19] y t ye lower plate may print, and, if occa[si]on require, may serve for a surveighing Instrument ye Corners being cut off. [20] The Vses of ye Projection etc are handled in M. Oughtreds sheet enough, [21] and may be reduced to 2 heads.
First, if ye Projection be considered only, wthout ye Common dyal and its Cock or Style, then it serves as an Instrument, to give the suns place, declina[ti]on, time of rising and setting, length of ye day, and the amplitude of ye Sun etc.
But this dyal differs from M. Oughtreds, in ye placing of the days of ye month, w ch in his, are set to the Ecliptick, in ye midle of ye projection but here stand at ye ends of ye parallels of declina[ti]on at ye Horizon, and by counting their number from ye day of ye month to ye Equinoctiall ye declina[ti]on of ye Sun [22] is known; ye houre-line, passing through ye day of ye month, shews ye time of rising and setting, and ye arck of ye 18 Cock as a synonym for the style or gnomon seems to be a purely seventeenth-century usage, perhaps related to use of the word to designate the tongue of a balance.
19 This is the case with printed dials by Henry Sutton and John Marke, and one in metal by John Rowley, where the gnomon has a lug on each side at its base through which it is screwed to the dial-plate. See Davis and Lowne, op. cit. 20 The phrasing leaves unclear whether it is the corners of the print or of the brass instrument itself that are to be cut off. In either case, the corners were presumably cut circularly following the outer edge of the diagram rather than by a straight line which would produce an octagonal instrument; but, again, both are possible.
21 See note 4. 22 Represented by its symbol. If ye Projection be considered as loose, [23] then it may serve to take ye suns height, by sticking a pin upright in the Center, or in ye Line of East and West, ye shadow thereof falling in ye said line, a thread, wth a plummet thereto, hanging from the Center will in ye Limb give ye Altitude sought.
When ye height is given, ye Author brings yt height, either by a Brass graduated bridge moving on ye Center, or a pair of Compasses with one foot therein and ye other extended to ye height of ye graduated bridge, to meet with ye suns parallel, where amongst ye Hours it shows ye time of ye day, and a line from ye Center gives ye Azimuth in ye Limb.
But in a print of this Instrument (which may be very serviceable being pasted upon Copper and varnisht) ye want of a pair of Compasses or Brass-index, may be well supplyd by a Thred from ye Center, w th a small Pins-head or Bead on it. 3 secondly ye Joynt use of ye Projection and Common Dyall, is, y t ye one may [serve] and ye other in ye true placing of ye dyall or finding a meridian-line, as ye Author shows in his [24] 8 th Proposition; but there is too much trouble and uncertainty therin. [25] Of ye Ruffe [26] To remedy ye inconvenience mentioned, [27] there is a circle, or Ruffe, contrived to slide on and draw off, upon ye Axis, ye Radius whereof being Radius there is a natural Tangent of 23½ days graduated thereto, on ye Cock or Axis both upwards and downwards.
The Circle itself represents ye Parallel of ye Suns declina[ti]on, and ye cheif use of it is suddenly [28] to find a True meridian-line by turning ye dyall about (standing Horizontall) till ye shaddow of ye Ruffe fall on ye Tangent of ye Declina[ti]on in ye Cock, then may a Meridian-Line be traced by ye side of ye dyall whereby to place it, when ye Ruffe is laid aside, the which together w th ye Cock is a Dyall of itself, without ye bottom-plate or projection, and may be placed by ye meridian line so found. 4
Of ye Plummet. The chief use thereof is to set ye dyall Horizontal. But y t is not ye only use; for by aid therof ye dyal will serve for any place in ye Kingdom etc. to give ye true hour by ye shadow of ye Axis, thus. Make ye perpendicular-line, wch ye thred and plum[m]et represents, Radius, and thereto, on ye meridian-line, graduate a Tangent-line of ye difference of Latitude each way, beginning from ye foot of ye Perpendicular, and number it w th ye Latitude: then on a Plain exactly horizontall elevate ye North or South-side of ye dyal, by help of a screw on ye extremity of ye meridian-line, till ye plummet hang over ye Latitude respectively: The scale mentiond is placed apart in this dyall, and may be transferred by Compasses, ye dyall being almost finisht by M. Sutton and yt scale omitted. [29] Of ye Lunary Circle It is placed next within ye Projection, and numbered from 1. to 29. for ye days of ye Moons age, w th a scale of [30] The other is a particular Table, showing on what day of the Week ye first of March happens till ye yeare 1700, and what the Epact is for each year till then, and is described in the s d Sector on a quadrant pag. 11. latter part.
Of ye Stars names about ye Projection To 12. of the most eminent and convenient are affixt their right Ascensions, and those Stars being known, ye hour of ye night may be found by ym. To this purpose prepare a thred, w th a Loop at one end, w ch will hitch upon ye further side of ye Cock to Pins Heads for y t purpose, and stretching ye Thred over ye dyall standing in its true position, 6 peep by ye thred, moving it to and fro on ye dyall, till you see one of those Stars in ye same plaine w th ye Thred and ye Axis of ye dyall; then does ye Thred on ye dyall give you ye Stars houre, whereto adding ye stars Ascension, and ye Complement of ye suns Ascension, you have ye true hour of ye Night, as shewed in ye Sector on a quadrant pag. 32.
Of ye Line of Tangents and Sines issuing from ye Center The Line of Tangents is no other, than ye usual Index of ye Projection, numbered likewise w th ye single Arks from ye Center, and thereby becomes a true natural Tangent of 45.
The Line of 90 d of sines issues likewise from ye Center, and is so placed, as to be at ye beginning of a Quadrant of ye limb;
The Joint use of these is, to find ye Hour [36] also fully demonstrated by Clavius in Astrolabio, [37] and by Aquilonij [38] in its own nature. It is also to be seen in an Ancient Author, printed before ye late contest about its Invention happen'd. [39] Upon ye supposition mention'd, it follows, if all ye 4. Projections treated off in ye Sector on a Quadrant, [40] albeit of different contrivances, and a 5 th for finding ye Azimuth in ye limb, with the summer Tropick downwards, are no other y n ye Western sides of ye Horizontall Projection, fill'd w th more parallels, and ye demonstra[ti]on of ye whole Stereographick Projection may be reduced to a few propositions more easy than hitherto, rules in likelyhood to be expected in ye posthumous works of Tacquet now in ye Press at Anwerp [sic]. [41] Here we may observe, if this Projection is one of ye most easy and speedy instruments in its delinea[ti]on, and ye most useful for finding ye Hour and Azimuth y t can be made of a sudden w th compasses, especially if thereto be added an exact way for finding ye semidiameter of ye Parallels, without finding their whole diameters. 9 33 Actually pp. 194-201. 34 Although the ambiguity of 'then' later in the sentence suggests that Oughtred could be meant here, that Collins is referring to himself is confirmed by his letter to John Wallis (January/February 1665/6), discussed in the Commentary section. In this case, 'then' refers to 1657/58 when Collins wrote his Sector on a quadrant (Appendix, IV).
35 By 'Demonstration' Collins is here alluding to the contents of the final paragraph of this section, that is how the projection can generate other projections and problems. This sub-title is perhaps to be punctuated 'The Antiquity of, and Demonstration of, projections'. 'Demonstration' is thus to be understood in the sense of 'that which can be set out or made known', which is to say 'what they do'.
36 Second quarter of the second century. He discussed the projection in his Planispherium, critically edited by J. L. Heiberg in Claudius Ptolemaeus, Opera quae extant omnia. 2 opera astronomica minora (Teubner, Leipzig, 1907) The scales for both parts of a double horizontal dial have to be drawn for a specific latitude. It is widely known that if an ordinary horizontal dial is moved to a different latitude, it can still indicate the correct time if either its northern or southern edge is raised so that the plate is no longer horizontal but the style edge of the gnomon points to the north celestial pole at the new location. It is much less appreciated that this process also works for the stereographic projection where the knife-edge part of the gnomon is moved out of verticality. Thus, it is mathematically-exact to slope a complete double horizontal dial, with its composite gnomon, for a new location. It is unknown who first proved this feature, but the description by Collins in this document is the only one known. The sole example of it being used is a dial made by Ralph Greatorex for the Boles family of Scampton. 42 Greatorex (ca 1625-1675), who was well-known to Pepys as also to Oughtred, had been apprenticed to Elias Allen, so Collins may have become aware of the feature from him or Greatorex. That it was one of his own innovations to the dial is, however, equally possible. The Greatorex dial (one of only two by him known) features a scale of dots along the noon line for latitudes from 30°to 61°and it also has small holes in the tip of the gnomon from which a plumb-line would have hung, vertically above the point for 51.5°.
The self-alignment feature-'Of ye Ruffe'
Another unusual feature described in Collins' document is the circular collar positioned temporarily on the polar-oriented style of the gnomon, which is used as an alternative method of aligning the dial to the meridian, significantly more accurate than trying to get both parts of the dial to indicate the same time. It is, in effect, a version of an equatorial dial (but note Collins' inadvertent 'typo' of writing 'days' when he surely means 'degrees'). This method of self-aligning is very much the same as in another of William Oughtred's inventions, the universal equinoctial ring dial, which may have inspired it. No known double horizontal dial incorporates this feature: even if the 'ruffe' had become separated and lost, the intention would have been recognizable by the scale of ±23.5°along the style edge. There are, however, one or two ordinary horizontal dials that incorporate an equatorial disc on the gnomon and that might be related to the idea. 43 The removable gnomon
Collins says that the gnomon of his dial was removable, which was not standard practice at the time. Even for Henry Sutton, apart from the double horizontal dials of which we have direct prints, with two holes either side of the gnomon base showing that the gnomon was intended to be screwed on, there are no extant examples of actual dials by him with this feature. 44 This fact, together with Collins' emphatic statement 'The Cock, or Style is made to unscrew or take off y t ye lower plate may print' at the very beginning of his text, suggests that this idea was original to him, part of his endeavour to popularize mathematical practice through the provision of inexpensive instruments. However, on the double horizontal dial by John Rowley (1668-1728), shown in figure 4 , the gnomon has two lugs cast into its base which retain the heads of screws inserted into threaded holes in the plate. 45 This would have made it relatively easy to remove without turning the dial over. The method was developed in the eighteenth century by makers such as Thomas Wright, where handmade screws from below the plate fitted into the base of the gnomon.
The instrument as printing plate, and varnish
Collins insists in his account that the instrument with the gnomon removed can serve as a printing plate and that the print made from it could then be pasted onto a copper support and varnished, thus allowing a usable instrument to be obtained at a low cost. Such a process would, unless the print taken from the dial was immediately transferred to a dampened second sheet while the ink was still wet and rerun to produce a counterproof, inevitably result in a reversed print. 46 Since the diagram is symmetrical, this would not necessarily make it unusable even if inconvenient with the numbers, lettering and zodiacal signs all reversed. That Collins, who was well familiar with printing processes, should have omitted all mention of the intermediate stage needed to produce a positive printed paper horizontal dial from a brass one implies either that he thought it too obvious to require describing, or that reversed prints were sometimes directly used. If so, their survival rate, given their inbuilt disadvantage, is likely to have been even lower than that of paper instruments in general. 47 Collins' account offers the clear evidence that has been lacking up to now, that using the instrument itself as a printing plate was intended to 43 A horizontal dial with an equatorial attachment on the gnomon was made for Richard Leigh (1634-1687) of Lyme Hall, Cheshire, in 1683. It is described in G. Aldred, 'The Lyme Hall horizontal equinoctial sundial', Brit. Sundial Soc. Bull.17(iv), 160-167 (September 2005). Richard Leigh was an MP and often in London, where he is likely to have attended Royal Society meetings; he is known to have had an early barometer 'of Sir Jonas Moore to know the weather by' and an expensive pendulum clock by Knibb. 44 , 83; see also Boris Jardine, 'Reverse printed paper instruments (with a note on the first slide rule)', Bull. SIS 128, 36-42 (2016), who discusses thirteen negative proofs and three positive counterproofs. Counterproofing is a regular printer's way of checking the state of a plate and prints made from it. produce inexpensive instruments that, when mounted and varnished, would remain durable. Two prints from an instrument by Sutton, one a (negative) proof, the other a (positive) counterproof, show clearly the attachment holes for the screw-on gnomon, as do several proofs and counterproofs of a John Marke double horizontal dial in the Boyle Collection, 48 where it is clear that more than one counterproof has been pulled from a heavily-inked proof. Another proof of almost the same design, but signed 'Henr Sutton fecit. 1661', exists among Thomas Birch's papers, 49 so it is likely that Marke reworked this dial-plate after Sutton's death.
Durability and low cost in the interest of a wide distribution of instruments were clearly important to Collins. In a much quoted passage, he explained the genesis of his Sector on a Quadrant (see Appendix, III), to John Wallis. Since this has rarely been quoted in full, we give here his full remark:
At the request of Mr. Sutton I wrote a despicable treatise of quadrants. His designe was to demonstrate himselfe to be a good workeman in cutting the Prints of those quadrants and thereby to obtaine Customers, mine to Improove the Prints by Vernish, which I was certaine I could accomplish 12 yeares since, to a better lustre then this I herewith send … and the which Commaculated with Dirt or Inke will be washed away without damage. 50 Although 'despicable' is a strong word in the seventeenth century, generally meaning 'contemptible' or 'vile', it is here used rather in the sense of 'not worthy of consideration'. Collins describes his book thus when writing to the Savilian Professor of Geometry in Oxford because it is not a piece of disinterested research, but a work written for two specific reasons:
1. Sutton's: to show himself a skilful workman and so obtain customers. 2. Collins': to improve the prints by varnish. 51 In the development of Sutton's paper instruments, the finding of a suitable varnish seems to have been an innovation for which Collins was responsible, and an example of his 'general quadrant' of 1658 (see Appendix, III), which employed an inverted horizontal projection, made of printed paper pasted on wood and varnished survives. 52 Did Collins communicate his varnish formula to mathematical practitioners other than Sutton? On 23 May 1663, Samuel Pepys recorded:
… by water to Greatorex's, and there he showed me his Varnish which he hath invented, which appears every whit as good, upon a stick which he hath done as the Indian, [53] though it did not do very well upon my paper rules with Musique lines, for it sunk and did not shine. 54 Ralph Greatorex made at least two double horizontal dials, neither of which is dated, 55 one of them being the only dial known to incorporate the scale that Collins describes 56 for inclining the instrument to different latitudes. This implies a connection with Collins. Since Collins' varnish was intended to preserve paper scales, rather than enhance them, we may wonder if it is not Collins' varnish that Greatorex showed Pepys. Whatever the case, Pepys' diary entry introduces a further type of instrument that was printed on paper-the stave ruler. 57 Collins' remarks about varnish and inexpensive instruments, in his address to the Royal Society, were echoed a year later by Henry Oldenburg in his review of the collected works of André Tacquet, which had been cited by Collins:
[ prints] conveniently … pasted on Copper-plate, and varnish … they will be not only cheap and portable …but also serviceable enough, being preserv'd by the Varnish from the accidental injuries of Ink and Dirt, and for these very Causes made publick, serving for an Example to introduce the like way for other Mathematical Instruments. 58 Oldenburg is here following quite closely Collins' address to the Society on 7 November 1667. In his letter to Wallis, 28 February/1 March 1665/6, Collins stated that he could improve prints by varnish 12 years earlier, that is in 1653/4. 1653 was the year in which his Merchant's Accompts (see Appendix, I) was published. It seems likely that, freed from this task, it was in 1653/54 that Collins began working with Sutton on developing the quadrants that he would publish in 1658 and 1659 (see Appendix, IV) on varnish and on the double horizontal dial, of which a version with detachable gnomon was made and used for printing by 1661, and a further revised version was left incomplete by Sutton in September 1665. The episode offers a striking example of collaboration between a highly skilled artisan, 59 with the desire and the capacity to master the theory of his art, and a mathematician anxious to put his theory to practical, public use.
APPENDIX: BOOKS PUBLISHED BY JOHN COLLINS BEFORE 1677 60
I An introduction to merchants accounts, containing five distinct questions or accounts. The I An easie question to enter beginners, with instructions to post, stated two severall wayes, upon severall suppositions. 2 A question of a merchant, adventuring a stock or cargazoon with the purser or sopracargo of a ship, who sells the adventure, and furnisheth returns, stated two severall ways. 3 A question of factorage or goods received by consignation and returns shipt off, with an analysis thereto belonging. 4 A question of a ships fraightment, with instruction to keep ship accounts. 5 A question of double exchanges. Compiled by John Collins student in the Mathematicks, late professor of writing, merchants accounts, &c. And may serve as an appendix to the Merchants Myrrour lately reprinted. London : printed by James Flesher for Nicholas Bourn, at the South entrance of the Royall Exchange, 1653.
Other issues 1664, 1669, 1674, 1675.
without calculation. 5. Arithmetical navigation, or navigation performed by the pen, if tables were wanting, with excellent new easie ways for raising of a table of natural sines, which supplies the want of all other tables. By John Collins of London, pen-man, accomptant, philomathet. London : printed by Tho. Johnson for Francis Cossinet, and are to be sold at the Anchor and Mariner in Tower-street, as also by Henry Sutton mathematical instrumentmaker in Thread needle street, behinde the Exchange, 1659.
VI
Geometrical dyalling: or, dyalling performed by a line of chords onely, or by the plain scale. Wherein is contained two several methods of inscribing the hour-lines in all plains, with the substile, stile and meridian, in their proper coasts and quantities; being a full explication and demonstration of divers difficulties in the works of learned Mr. Samuel Foster deceased, late professor of astronomy in Gresham Colledge,;
[sic] also a collection of divers things from the works of Clavius and others. Whereto is added four new methods of calculation, for finding th requisites in all leaning plains, with full directions suited to each method for placing them in thier proper coasts, without the help of any delineations. Also how by projecting the sphere, to measure off all the arks found by calculation, and to determine what hours are proper to all kinde of plains, omitting superfluity. Lastly, the making of dyals from three shadows of a gnomon placed in a wall at random, with a method of calculation suited thereto, and divers ways from three shadows, to finde a Meridian-line. Written by John Collins of London accomptant, philomath. London : printed by Thomas Johnson for Francis Cossinet, and are to be sold at his shop at the Anchor and Mariner in Tower-street, at the end of Minting-lane, with other mathematical books; also to be sold by Henry Sutton mathematical instrument-maker, living in Threedneedle street behinde the Exchange, 1659.
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